Software-assisted stacking of gene modules using GoldenBraid 2.0 DNA-assembly framework.
GoldenBraid (GB) is a modular DNA assembly technology for plant multigene engineering based on type IIS restriction enzymes. GB speeds up the assembly of transcriptional units from standard genetic parts and facilitates the stacking of several genes within the same T-DNA in few days. GBcloning is software-assisted with a set of online tools. The GBDomesticator tool assists in the adaptation of DNA parts to the GBstandard. The combination of GB-adapted parts to build new transcriptional units is assisted by the GB TU Assembler tool. Finally, the assembly of multigene modules is simulated by the GB Binary Assembler. All the software tools are available at www.gbcloning.org . Here, we describe in detail the assembly methodology to create a multigene construct with three transcriptional units for polyphenol metabolic engineering in plants.